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The MetroPQlitan Criminal Justice Center operates the 
Pilot City program in Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and 
Virginia Beach, Virginia. Established in September, 1971, 
the Center is a research and program planning and dev~lopment 
component of the College of William and Ma.ry in Williamsburg, 
Virginia. The Center's Pilot City program is one of eight 
throughout the nation funded by -the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration of the U. S. Department of Justice. The basic 
purpose of each of Pilot City project is to assist local juris
dictions in the design and establishment of various programs, 
often highly innovative and experimental in nature, which will 
contribute over a period of years to the development of a model 
criminal justice system. Each Pilot City team is also respon
sible for assuring comprehensive evaluation of such programs, 
for assisting the development of improved criminal justice 
planning ability wi thin the host jur'isdic-tions, and for pro
viding technical assistance to va~ious local agencies when 
requested. 

The Norfolk Police Planning and Analysis Uni-t commen'ced 
operation on July 2, 1973, the two-year $146,084 grant applica
tion ($108,267 in Pilot "0" funds) having been approved on 
June 20, 1973. Ronald J. Rogers and Associates, the Indepen-
dent evaluators who prepared this report, were selec in 
mid-July, 1973. 

The Pilot City Program of the Criminal Justice 
Center is funded under Grant No. 3-NI-03-000 f the National 
Institute on Law Enforcement and Crimlna ustice of the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration. Financial support by 
LEAA does not necessarily indicate its concurrence in the state
ments or conclusions contained in this publication. 
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I., Introduction 

Goals and Objectives 

The Planning and Analysis Unit (PAU) of the Norfolk 

Police Department was established as an experimental project 

with two stated goals. The first was to provide the adminis-

tration of the Department with the necessary c~pab~liGY to 

more clearly identify problems to which it must respond; 

develop rational alternatives for their solutions; a~d, to 

devise strategies for their implementation once selected. 

This ,goal is concerned primarily with improving the technical 

managerial effectiveness and efficiency of the Department. The 

second stated goal is more concerned with the development of 

a philosophy throughout the Department which will be conducive 

to the acceptance of organizational change as a concomitant 
1 

occurrence of improved nanagement practices. 

In order to achieve these goals, the PAD should, according 

to the grant proposal, affect the Department in five specific 

~~ys. For the purposes of this evaluation these intended areas 
,j 

of impact are viewed a~ objectives, the attainment of which 
r 

contribute to the accc~plishment of the stated goals. These 

objectives are: 

1. An improvement in the decision-making process. 
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2. Provisions of multi year program forecasting and review. 

3. Clear ident ification o'f community needs. 

4. Minimized reliance on intuitive jUdgments. 

5. Facilitate optimal utilization of Departmental resources. 

6. Develop the capability to anticipate potential problems 
far enough in advance to permit the identification and 
preparation of responses to them and thereby minimize the 
self defeating aspects of the "mana.gement by crisis!! syndrome 
so common in police organizations today. 

It is th0se objectives whtch are essential in developing criteria 

for overall evaluation of the PAU. 

Program of Work 

The evaluation of the PAD will consist of four major 

reports, of which this is ~he first. As understood by the 

evaluation consultants, these reports will serve not only to 

evaluate this specific project, but will also provide some 

basis for the decisions to fund other similar units in police 

departments throughout the state. This particular report will 

focus on those activities which took place during the first 

six and one-half months of activation of the PAD beginning 

on July 1, 1973. The reasons for including part of the second 

six month period in this first report are twofold. First, it 

is the considered opinion of the consultants that about half 

of the first working month was spent in non-productive activi-

ties which are essential to the activation of any new organiza-

tional unit. The time consumed in acquiring office space, 

furniture and equipment, and becoming oriented to the Department, 

both formally and informally, left little time for the initiation 
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and completion of even short term projects. Secondly, several 

of the proJects which were begun during the first six months 

reached some stage of completion only after January 1, 1974. 

The response to and effect of one of these in particular is 

of special significance to the overall evaluation. 

Methodology 

On July 20, 1973, the primary evaluation consultant and 

two of the evaluation team met with the first three staff 

members of the PAU and two representatives of ~he Metropolitan 

Criminal Justice Center's (MCJC) Pilot City Program. The 

discussions which took place on that date led to the decision 

by the evaluation consultant that there wQuld be no activities 

involved in the evaluation process for the first six months 

period which could be construed as intervention. Another on-

site visit was made on August 13, 1973, at which time the 

Commanding Officer of the PAU \'las requested to provide tile 

evaluation consultants with a copy of all correspondence per-

tinent to the operation of the unit and all documents or 

reports produced by the unit. A content analysis of these, 

together with interviews of selected conrrnand staff and PAU 

personnel, provide a significant portion of the data for this 

first paper. 

While the evaluation of subsequent periods of the project 

will rely on both interviews and questionnaires of varying 

types, all will be utilized to provide documentation for an 

evaluation system based on the Program Evaluation Review 
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Technique (PERT). Variations of this technique have been 
. 

applieJ :In recent years to such activities as the managolllsnt 

of criminal investigation. This graphic technique was used 

with great success in the Tate-LaBianca case, the investigation 

into the assassination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy by Sirhan-

Sirhan, and is currently being used in the Zodiac investigation. 

Over 30 law enforcement agencies in the states of California, 

Washington, Hawaii, New Jersey, Texas and Massachusetts have 

instituted its use in the areas of automation, 'plapning and 

budgeting, as well as in criminal investigation. 

It was decide~ early during the first reporting period to 

apply the PERT technique to the evaluation of the PAU. Several 

factors prompted this decision. First, it would minimize the 

possibility of the "Hawthorne effect" so conunonplace in evalua-

tion. Secondly, it would provide a vehicle to construct a 

model based on the goals and objectives of the project as well 

as on the judgments of the consultants in terms of the use of 

time, resources, and activities. By constructing an historical 

network based on the actual activities of the PAU since its 

inception, using the data from interviews, disciplined observation, 

and analysis of documents and reports produced, it is possible 

to evaluate the PAU in terms of comparison with the model. 

Other advantages of using this technique include the ability 

to select one specifi0 project or activity if desired, and 

esbLblish costs based on the information available about the 

activity, i.e., man days, expenditure of funds for travel, etc. 
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Lastly, it als.o aids the PAU in ~stablishing future strategies 

for its operation consistent with the goals of the overall 

project. 

II. Presentation of Data 

In establishing the PAU wi~hin the organizational frame-

work of the Norfolk Police Department, it was anticipated 

that there would be some identifiable changes in the Department. 

The changes desired would hopefully provide answers to several 

basic questions. They are: 

1. Can the PAU contribute to an improvement in the 
decision-making proce ss in th,e Department? 

2. Can the PAU enable the Department to clearly define 
goals and objectives which reflect the needs of a 
changing community? And assist in the development of 
programs to respond to those needs? 

3. Can the PAU minimize the need to rely on intuitive 
judgment in the development of policy by providing 
rational alternatives based on facts rather than 
opinion? 

4. Can the PAU assist in the improved utilization 
of departmental resources? 

5. Can the PAU help the Department to avoid the 
"management by crisis" syndrome so common in 
police organizations? Can it aid the Department 
in identifying potential probl(ms before their 
imminence limits the number of solutions to the 
exclusion of rational ones? 

After careful consideration of all available information the 

following observations regarding these questions are presented: 

Decision-making 

Interviews with the Chief of Police and all of the Deputy 

Chiefs indicates that there is an improvement in the decision-
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making process at that level of the organization. Prior to 

the establishment of the PAU infcrmation which served as the 

basis for decision-making was characterized as "difficult to 

obtain>" " .. . in such form as to almost be useless>" and 

" .. . in some matters almost impossible to obtain." 

During the first six month period of the project the 

individual utilizing the information most for making decisions 

vlaS the Chief of Police. The next step down> at the Depu·ty 
1 

Chief level, had less direct contact with the PAU and did not 

utilize the PAU as a resource to any appreciable degree. To \;, 

the extent that the Chief asked their opinions of alternatives 

based on information supplied him by the PAD, the Deputy Chiefs 

did participate in decisions made on the basis of facts presented 

in an orderly manner. 

One instance arose during the first six month period in 

which the Chief and the Deputy Chiefs perceived the data pro-

vided by the PAU in slightly different ways. However, through 

effective con~unications between the Chief and his deputies, 

the matter was resolved to the apparent satisfaction of all 

concerned. 
) 

This event came about as the result of a decision made 

prior to the activation of the PAU to consolidate the four 

precincts of the Norfolk Police Department into two. The 

question which faced the Chief and his staff was: "where do 

Vole establish the boundaries of the two precincts?" There we r'e 

some definite differences of opinion as to where they should 
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be located. The PAU Vias asked t,o provide information on 

police activity in the four possible choices; and based on 

these data, consensus was r~ached as to the boundaries. 

All of those interviewed indicated that they felt more 

confortable with decisions in which data provided by the PAU 

was instrumental. After considerations of the data relative 

to directives from the Chief of Police, it is the opinion 

of the evaluation team that the decision-making proces~ at 

the upper levels of the organization of the Norfolk Police 

7 

Department now involves the use of data organized in a logical 

manner. While it is recognized that the Chief of Police may 

reject a recommendation from the PAU based on their analysis 

of a problem, at least the unit does provide some input into 

the decision-making process. 

At this point in time the input of the PAU into the 

decisi.on-making process at levels below the Chief and the 

Deputy Chiefs is not possible to accurately assess because 

of minimal contact between the PAU and these other levels 

during the first six months period. Most of these contacts 

were in the nature of requests for information needed by the-

PAU. 

Goals and Objectives 

During the first six months of the project, there has 

been no visible attempt by the PAU in helping the Norfolk 

Police Department to clearly define its goals and objectives; 

therefore) it was not instrumental in the development of 

'l~ I . ri 
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programs which would enable t11e ,Department to respond l~o 

community needs. Programs, in this instance, refer to those 

operat:LonaJ. projects which relate directly to the external 

environment of the Department, i.e., the cOlTununity, other 

city departments, etc. 

On August 13, 1973, the primary evaluation consultant 

visited the PAD and inquired as to their activities since the 

last on-site visit. Three directives from the Chief of Police 

were cited as the basis for their work schedule. Wh~n the 

unit was asked what they had done in terms of their own goa18 

and objectives, further discussion indicated that at that point 

they had not attempted to define the Department goals and 

objectives, much less their own. Subsequently, in the Di8-

cretionary Grant Progress Report, the unit's goals as envisioned 

in the grant proposal are cited only in the broad, general 

terms so common to such proposals. 2 However, no attempt is 

made to relate them specifically to the goals of the Norfolk 

Police Department. This matter is dealt with at some length 

in the recommendations appearing later in this X'eport, relative 

to long-range planning. 

Int ui t i.ve Policy rl[alc~~1f'; 

The degree of reliance on intuitive judgment in the 

development of policy making is closely related to the improve-

ment in the decision-making process. This is more readily 

understood when the relationship between decision-making and 

policy development are more clearly defined. Policy is made 
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on the basis of'decidine; between a'lternatives which are 

available to the administrator. To the extent that the 

administrator selects rational alternatives as the basis 

for policy making, he relies less on intuitive judgement, 

i. e., "by the seat of h:Ls pants." This of course assumes 

that the alternatives from which he has to choose are based 

On fact, and that the one he selects is the most rational 

in terms of achieving organizational goals and obj~ctives. 

A content analysis of the correspondence between the Chief 

of Police and the PAD leads the evaluation team to conclude 

that there is a move away from policy making based principally 

cn intuitive feeling. This could become more pronounced as 

the PAD develops the expertise to offer more alternatives, 

and as discussed previously, to provide some definition of 

the Department's goals and objectives. 

Allocation of Resources 

Analysis of the correspondence between the Chief of 

Police and the PAD reveals that over half of the directives 

from the Chief t6 the PAU are directly related to the allocation 

of resources, most specifically personnel. Prior to the 

activation of the PAU it appears that matters such as personnel 

distribution were managed on a more or less ad hoc basis 

because there was no detailed analysis conducted. The PAD, 

in response to directives from the Chief has conducted st'"dies 

concerned with: 

- performance evaluation 
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- distribution of manpower 

- personnel time lost 

Nork schedu1:i.ng 

Further examination of written communication between 

the Chief and the PAU reveals that adjustments in the 0110-

c~tion of manpower and policies relating te' 8taffing of 

10 

supervisory positions were obviously made with due consideration 

for the input of the PAU. Review of the substantive content 

of the analyses and recommendations made by the PAU ooncerning 

these matters leads the evaluators to the conclusion that 

the PAU has had an appreciable positive impact on the utiliza-

tion of resources based on the data and recommendations they 

were asked to supply and the use made of them. 

Long Range Planning 

In attempting to assess the PAUls contribution to the 

Depart, ~nt' s ability to anticipate problems and develop 

rational solutions before they reach the crisis stage, it 

is necessary to review what the PAU has done in terms of 

long range, mid range, as well as short range planning. 

Graphically displayed in the his torical network (Chart 

1) are all of the activities of the PAU from its implemen-

tation up to the middle of the seventh month. Analysis of 

this network reveals that the greater portion of the PAUls 

time was spent in responding to directives from the Chief 

of Police requesting that they conduct some kind of organiza

tional research for him. Based on approximately 125 working 
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days between July 2, 1973 an~ Ja~uary 14, 1974, and the 

records supplied by the PAU staff, it is estimated that over 

53 percent of the unit's time was devoted to completing these 

kinds. of assignments. Of the reTl1aining time, about' 12 per-

cent, was spent in activities which could be considered staff 

development. No records were available which could account 

for the remaining 35 percent. 

While it is noted that certain projects, such as the 
t 

study of the Norfolk Police Department's budget for the past 

five years, and development of the Long Range Planning Di-

rective may have long term implications, without clear well-

defined Departmental goals and objectives to which to relate 

them, the timing of these projects appears somewhat premature. 

The problems on which most of the PAUls activities have been 

centered, are at best short or mid-range in nature and cannot 

be considered long range in terms of problem identificatiGn. 

No systematic approach exists to problem identification, 

solution development or procedural implementation other than 

to respond to a directive from the Chief of Police. Close 

scrutiny of the reports submitted to the Chief of Police leav2 

little doubt as to the technical capacity of the PAO staff 

to do completed staff studies. 1,'lhile these technic'al sl<:111s 

are essential to the operation of any similar unit, in and of 

themselves they do riot necessarily demonstrate long plannin~ 

capability for the unit nor its parent organization. This is 
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the case with Norrolk Planning and Analysis Unit at this '\ 

stage of the project. 

III. Procedural Considerations 

Of special concern in the evaluation of the Norfolk PAU 

are those questions which address themselves to the manager-

ial, organizational, and operational dimensions of the project. 

Managerial 

The first question posed regarding the managerial aspect , 

has to do with the degree to which management understands the 

goals of the project, and the degree of control exercised over 

it. Responses by the chief and deputy chiefs to the question: 

"In your opinion what is planning?ll, serve as the basis for 

the evaluators assessment of the understanding of the goals 

of the project. Analysis of all the answers to this question 

reveals one common perception, and that is that planning is 

viewed as a kind of activity or process which involves some 

specialized skill in resolving problems which they do not 
: ~ 
, 

.,' possess, nor have the time to develop. One respondent ex-

pressed the opinion that planning ','Tas "looking ahead in terms 

of what you hope to d.o, and how to do it." Still another 

viewed planning as "a recurring process of lool<:ing ahead so 

that ltJ'hat is being d.one now won't become obsolete." 

The principal concern of the chief regarding planning per 

se, as well as the goals of the project was that "it enables 

the department to make maximum use o·f its resources" i. e. , 
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manpower, equipme~t, facilities, an~ budget. He conveyed 

the impression that the ability to provide the Department 

with this capability over a long period of time was of para-

mount concern to him. 

None of the responses from the chief, and the deputy 

chiefs, representing all functional components of the Depart-

ment, i.e., operations, services, criminal investigation, and 

inspections, specified the goals of the project as stated in 

the grant proposal. HOi'lever, the substance of their res'ponses 

to the question put to them, indicates that it is an awareness 

of what the PAD should be able to do for the nepartment that 

implies an appreciation for it, jf not a complete comprehension 

of the project's goals. 

Control 

The responsibility for control of the project rests on the 

chief of police and it was his considered opinion that the 

responsiveness of the PAU regarding their assignments have 1'0-

qujred a minimum of supervision. An unsolicjted comment ex-

tracted from the interv1ews with the deputy chiefs expressed 

the hope that the PAU \oJould not become involved 1n the command 

structure itself, but continue to serve in a supportive role. 

Thus far this appears to have been avoided. 

Communication --------

With regard to the communication process, the majority of 

the command staff int ervie\'led fe 1 t t lla t the formal communica t 1 on 
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between themselv~s and the PAU could be improved considerably. 

Con~nunication becomes especially critical as it relates to 

the degree of creativity and initiative so important to the 

success of this particular project. For example there appears 

to be a difference in what the PAU staff perceives as the 

freedom to initiate studies or projects on its own, and what 

the chief perceives. The PAD staff are not certain just how 

far they can go, and yet the chief expressed the very definite 

wish that they take more initiative. This disparit~ o~ per-

ceived freedom to be creative is due in large part to the 

inadequacy of'the communication process. 

Commitment to the project 

All of the command staff felt that the administration of 

the Department had committed itself to the project. They 

also expressed the opinion that the unit had not been in op-

eration long enough to judge its impact on the organization, 

or the awareness of the entire organization structure as to 

its role. The evaluation team has been able to identify 36 

separate contacts between the PAU and persons in the Depart-

ment, excluding the chief and his deputies. These ranged 

from clerical workers to precinct commanders. Up to this 

point the majority of contacts other than clerical support 

have involved requests for information, or assistance with a 

survey being conducted by the PAU. A complete understanding 

t; [1 of the commitment of top management to the success of the 
f\ 'I ! ; 
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PAU by the entire organization, does' not exist at this time 

primarily due to the relatively short period of time, and 

the inadequacy of communication about the PAU throughout the 

Department. 

Resources 

Upon consideration of the resources committed to the 

project, two things become apparent. First, from the stand-

l~ point of staffing, t11e decision to delay the assignnle!1.t of'" 

i' 
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a full time secretary until the second year of the project's 

duration was ill advised. The amount of work to be done on 

the basis of responding to directions from the chief alone, 

justifies the assignment of a full time secretary. 

Supervision 

The commanding officer of the PAU was very involved in 

the operation of the unit to which he was previously assigned. 

The primary evaluation consultant has had an opportunity to 

observe this individual before and after the activities of 

the PAD. Without exception, on each of these occasions he 
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than PAU staff in making a decision, or finding information. 

The commander of the PAU appears to be a conscientious in-

dividual who is reluctant to turn anyone away when asked to 

help. However, on the basis of observations and interviews, 

it appears that this particular practice may be consuming an 
(, 

I: inordinate amount of his time. 
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Integrat10n 1nto -the organization 

The monner 1n which the PAU has been utilized thus far 

by the chief, and the degree of acceptance expressed by the 

deputy ch1efs are indicative of the unit's integration into 

the management st.ructure of, the Department. However, if this 

is to continue, more attention should be devoted to the dev-

elopment of an awareness of planning capability throughout 

the entire Department. Once again, this requires an :Lmpro.ve-

ment j.n eommunication, both formally and informally, as 

pertains to the goals of the project. 

Sub-Components 

The Systems and Procedures Section of the.PAU thus far 

has dem~nstrated capability in working with the heads of the 

major components of the Department and the chief in conducting 

studies related to manpower distribution and personnel per-

formance. These have served as the basis for decisions made 

relative to manpower which indirectly can relate to an over-

all improvement in operations. This section, staffed by one 

civilian currently, has continued to work in the ~ersonnel 

area with regard to improved personnel practices on its own 

initiative. Examination of the documents produced by this 

section finds them to be mechanically sound with great atten-

tion to detail. No experimental programs have been developed 

by this section as yet. With the exception of the role of 

this section in developing the planning directive, problem 
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identification has been largely concerned with those matters 

covered by directives from the chief of police. The most 

notable exception being the personnel practices study pre-

viously mentioned. 

The activities of the Mid and Long Range Planning Section 

have been confined almost solely to responding to directives 

from the chief of police. With the exception of the planning 

directives distributed in early January, and the budg~t study, 

there has been almost no activity which the evaluation team 

feels is consistent with the functional goals of the unit. 

The only activity initiated by this section is the helicopter 

feasibility study currently in progress. 

Staff development for all the staff of the PAU has con-

sisted of visits to other police departments to observe how 

s:i.milar units operate. r:I1his approach ca:~ be very useful in 

learning and profiting from the mistalces and successes of 

others. However, no attempt to develop planning skills other 

than attendance at an American Management Association seminar, 

has been attempted. 

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations \. 

It is the opiniC:11 of the evaluiltion team that structurally 

the desjgn of the project is sound and consistent with b~sic 

principles of administrative or~anization. The PAU is placed 

in the organizational h:lerarchy in the most advantageous po-

sition, reporttng directly to the chief of police. ProceduI'nl1y, 
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the project leaves much to be desired.' A review and analysis 

of the interviews conducted as well as the historical network 

(Chart 1) leads the evaluation team to conclude that: 

1. The PAD has operated without any clear definition 
of the goals and objectives of the Norfolk Police 
Department. 

2. The PAD staff have not received formal training 
in planning techniques. The skills which they 
possess now need to be adapted to planning and 
new ones acquired. 

3· The PAD has expended most of its effort on shorb 
term organizational research projects. This is 
to be expected in the absence of clear definition 
of goals and objectives for themselves and the 
Department. 

It should be point2d out that the project has not reached 

the halfway point and there is still ample time to overcome 

some of the problems experienced during the first phase. To 

that end the evaluation team makes the following rec.ommenda-

tions: 

1. RECOMMENDA'llION: Immediately the PAD should develop a 
... - IliUUW .......... • .......... l .. P ....... ___ • S 44$i L ...... 

"plan to plan" which would encompass the remaining durat:Lon 
~Ir 

of the project. . '.......-....... .. 
The staff of the PAD should carefully review the terms 

of the grant proposal under which the unit i'las established. 

Based on this review they should develop a managern~nt plan 

to accommodate the requirements of the grant. The identifi-

cation of priorities, the conunitment of resources, including 

those not yet acquired by the PAD, should be of prime concern. 
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2. RECOMMENDATION: !!.dopy an~ .... i_~r::dEl!l:~12L~J,~,r:~~~ 

range planning process. . --"--.--.---..-~ .. ~--~~ 

A recent surve~! comparing lal,\,' enforcement agencies 1'11th 

private business ~irms, revealed that the latter were more 

likely than the fOrffiGr to enga~2 in co@prehensivo strategy 

(long-range) planning. The survey also discovered that law 

enforcement planning units frequently found themselves work-

ing at secondary tasks such as fiscal and personnal adminis~ 

3 tration. 

This survey also pointed out that some mechanisms of 

long-range planning in private or non-law enforcement organ-

izations and companies are transferable to law enforcement 

. 4 
agencles. 

Based on these findings and a review of the current lit-

erature on police planning, the evaluation team recommends 

that the Norfolk Police Department adopt and implemen~ a 

formal long-range planning process using corporate long-range 

planning as a model and point of departure. 

Corporate long-range planning has been defined in at least 

four ways, each of which is needed in understanding it. 5 

-Long range planning deals with the impact of current 
decisions on the future. This means that long-range 
planning looks at the chain of cause-and-effect conse
quences over time of an actual or an intended decision 
that an administrator is going to make. If he does 
not like what he sees ahead of him he then will change 
the decision. Long-range planning also considers the 
alternative courses of action that are open in the 
future and when choices are made they become the basis . 
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for making current decisions. The essence of long
range planning is a systematic, identification of 
opportunities and threats that lay in the future 
which, in combination with other relevant informa
tion, provide a basis for an organization's making 
current decisions to exploit the opportunities and 
avoid the threats or at least deal with them effect
ively. 

Long-range planning is a process which begins with the 
development of objectives, defines strategies and 
policies to achieve objectives and develops detailed 
plans to make certain that the strategies are carried 
out to achieve the objectives. 

l 

It is a process of deciding in advance what is to be 
done, and who is going to do it. 

-Long-range planning is a philosophy. The chief ad
ministrator must assure the proper climate in the 
organization to do the most effective long-range 
planning. This climate is a function of many forces 
among which is an attitude of wanting to do effective 
planning. 

-Long-range planning may be further defined as a 
structure of plans. It is a structure which inte
grates long with medium and short-range operational 
plans. In this plan, are integrated at all levels, 
major goals and objectives, strategies, policies 
and functions of an organization. 

More specifically, the long-range planning process might 

incorporate the following steps:6 

1. Evaluate organizational purpose, problems, strengths, 

and weaknesses. 

. 2. Identify long-range objectives and develop supporting 

polic1es. 

3. Ident1fy medium range or sub-objectives and supporting 

policies. 

4. Develop Short-range plans and procedures. 
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5. Implement plaqs. 

6. Review and evaluate plans. 

The steps listed would be supported by on-going planning 

studies and feasibility -testing. 

Further, this process rests on a constant review of long, 

medium and short range plans using feed-back for evaluation 

and revision of organization plans. This approach is consis-

tent with the conciept of planning suggested by the National 

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals". 

(A PERT network which graphically illustrates this pro

cess has been included as Chart 2.) 

The Commission listed four major steps in the planning 

process~ and they are: 7 

- setting priorities 

- developing programs 

- defining performance measures 

evaluating results 

Having given a generally accepted definition of long-range 

planning it is perhaps appropriate to review the steps, in more 

detail, that the PAD might consider in implementing a formal 

planning process. 

EVALUATE ORGANIZATIONAL PURPOSE, PROBLEMS, STRENGfrHS AND 
WEAKNESSES 

Before the goals and objectives of an organization are 

defined, top management should assess the organization's 
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overall purpose, prob~ems, strengths, and weakn0~sG8. What 

delilands, for' example, are placed on the Norfolk rolice De--

partment by the community it serves? Will these demands 

change in future years? 

Assuming that questions like these have been considered 

the next step is for top management to review its own ex-

pectations of the organization for the future. As an example, 

is it the goal of the comma.nd staff (Deputy Chiefs and above) 
t 

to see the Department double its current number of sworn 

personnel, or is it to provide a higher level of police 8er-

vice to .the community in the most erfic~tent manner? 1'hese 

examples are admittedly oversimplified yet they provide some 

idea of the decision-making that top management must under-

take in order to define long-term organizational objectives. 

Long-Range Objectives 

Objectives are desired results to be achieved, usually 

in a specific time frame. They are very important in the 

planning process because they are guides to the development 
li 

of actions to assure their fulfillment. Behavioral scientists r 

I. 
i also conclude they are important motivators of people in 

organizations, because generally people in organizations like 

to try to achieve the objectives set for the organization. 

The more people in organizations participate in the objectiv0-

setting process the greater is their motivation to achieve 

them. Objectives can be used effectively, of course, as 



standards for measuring performance. 

Objectives may be exprossed for every element of an or-

ganization which is considered to be important enough to be 

the subject of plahs. There is no standard classification 

objectives nor of the number of objectives which an organ
a 

ization should have. 

Medium-Range Planning 

Medium-range planning is the process where specific 

functional plans are related for specific numbers of years 

to display the details of how strategies are to be carried 

out to achieve long-range objectives and organizational goals. 

Many organizations prepare manuals of procedures tellirg 

their divisions how to prepare their medium-range programs 

and plans. Typically, the planning period is for five years 

but there is a tendency for more technically advanced agencies 

to plan ahead in some detail for seven or more years. In most 

organizations the medium-range plans cover only the major 

functions. 9 

It should be noted that the Norfolk Police Department is 

in the process of establishing a Master Plan involving pro-

jections five years into the future. This plan should be 

consistent with the overall goal of the Norfolk Criminal Jus-

tice Coordinat:Lng Committee. 

Sh9rt-Rang~ Planning and Plans 

The next step, is to develop short-range plans on tho 
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basis of the medium-r~nge plans. Generally, short-range 

plans compose the first year of the medium-range plan. They 

are also closely linked to the annual operating budget. While 

strategic and medium-range plans may provide the framework 

within which short-range planning is done, the different types 

of short-range plans that can be affected covers a wide range. 

In mind are plans such as work methods, inventory plans and 

control, employee training, job enrichment, management educa-
l 

tion and manpower allocatlon.
lO 

The studies related to per~ 

sonnel management recently initiated by the Systems and Pro-

cedures section are excellent starting points. The Medium 

and Long Range Planning section should begin activities 

similar in scope. 

Planning Studies and Feasibility Testing 

Planning studies can be made throughout the planning 

process. They can be important in analyzing such matters as 

current vehicle replacement policy, or suitability of the 

t .. fl· 11 presen. organlzatlon ;or p annlng. 

Feasibility testing takes place throughout the planning 

spectrum. For instdnce, when lower-level managers are exam-

ining different alternative choices at lower levels the test-

ing can become completely quantitative and sometimes very 

sophisticated. 12 

Review and Evaluation 

Plans that are developed should be reviewed and evaluated. 
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There is nothing tha~ produces better p~ans on the part of 

subordinates than for the top managers to show a keen interest 

in the plans and the results that they bring. 13 In addition, 

review and evaluation activity contribute to the strength and 

accuracy of the planning process. 

It should be noted, that there are numerous corporate 

planning models which differ slightly from the one presented 

here. However, it is total organizational involvement in the 

;,lanning process which sho~)ld be emphasized \'lhen adapting a"ny 

planning model to the needs of an organization. 

3. RE:COI1l'1E:mATIOH: Provide PAU staff \,1i th training in --..-. 
planning techniques which would enhance the skills they al-

ready r::,ossess. 

Based on the evaluation team's analysis of tl.'1e historical 

P::;R'.!:' i1eb;ork and discussions, with P1W staff, it is recommended 

that a formal on-going training program, in planning techniques, 

be provided for unit personnel. 

Specifically, if PAU staff are expected to support and 

assist in the implementation of a formal long-range planning 

process it is imperative that they possess a firm understanding 

of planning models, techniques and tools. 

As an example, the Delphi Technique is a useful method for 

the systematic solicitation and collation of expert oPinions.
14 

This technique might be used for identifying the objectives of 

the Norfolk Police Department. Additionally such methods as 
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the Crawford Slip Card Technique have. proven beneficial in 

all types of management research. The PERT/CPM technique 

which is used in this evaluation is also an excellent plan-

ning method. Training in planning is available through 

various colleges and universities as well as professional 

associations. 

4. RECOMMENDATION: Develop more adequate formal channels 

of communication between the PAU, the deputy chiefs of the 
t ... 

operating divisions and their subordinates. 

28 

";, 
>~ Periodic formal contacts between PAU staff and all com-

>': mand and supervisory personnel should be established. These '1 

contacts, whether in group conferences or on a one-to-one 
; 

basis, should serve to make the entire o~ganization aware of 
:, 
!\~ ,. what the PAU can do for them. Through improved communication 

it is possible to develop an awareness of planning capability 

throughout the entire Department. 

Most of the command staff have lndlcated that thelr In-

formal contacts with the unit are sometimes on a daily basis. 

! 

1:\ 

;' 

\I1hile informal communications are most useful, there needs to 

be more exchange of ideas between the PAU and all command 

personnel ln more formal sessions with an agenda composed of 

I 
! 
I 
I 

:~: i 
it: 
!'~ ;1 specific topics relating to planning. 
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5. RECOMMENDATION: Adopt a reporting system which wlll ., 
l~ 

:t 
:~ 
~i 

enable the PAU as well as the evaluators to assess the unit!~ 
;~ 

~ 
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progress. 
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During the first e~aluation period the consultants re-

frained from any kind of activity which might bias the re-

search. It was anticipated that the PAU would devise their 

own system for accountability. The documents supplied by the 

PAU staff enabled the evaluators to reconstruct a great deal 

of what transpired during the first phase. However, the 

accountability for time spent on specific activities was most 

haphazard. Therefore, it is reco~nended that the reporting , 

form appearing in Appendix A, or a modification of it, be 

used to more accurately report the kinds of data useful to 

the PAD and the evaluators. As the development of the Depart-

mental master plan proceeds, and various projects take shape, 

this device will enable the PAU to evaluate its own activities 

in the monitoring of these projects. 

6. RECOMMENDATION: Full time secretarial support for the 

PAU should be assigned as soon as possible. 

In order to optimize the effectiveness of the unit, it is 

absolutely essential that such support be made available im-

mediately. The workload generated during this first phase, 

even though based largely upon requests for staff studies, 

more than justifies such a move. 

Summarx 

If the PAU is to achieve the goals envisioned for it in 

the grant proposal it must reorient itself to do something 

besides completed staff studies. In order to have developed 
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the kind of planning capabilJt" for the Norfolk Police De-

partment at the end of the two year period, it must concen-

trate on those activities defined herein as long range plan-

ning. It must receive additional logistical support, and be 

permitted to seek assistance in the development of their 

planning skills. Unless the latter is done during the next 

phase, there is the strong possibility that the unit will 

: : not optimize the potential of its staff. 
I 
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PLANNING UNIT ACTIVITY REPORT 

NAME: SECTION: 

ACTIVITY: (Briefly describe. If a project or program, staff 
development, technology review, etc.) 

Hm</ INITIATED: 

DATE STARTED: DATE COMPLETED: -------
NUMBER OF MAN-DAYS SPENT ON ACTIVITY: 

NPD PERSONNEL OTHER THAN PAU STAFF WrrrI WHOM YOU HAD CONTACT 
DURING THIS ACTIVITY: 

NAME ---------- RANK UNIT 

NAME __________ _ RANK ----- UNIT 

NAME RANK , ___ UNIT 

NAfVIE RANK _____ UNIT 

NAME RANK _____ UNIT 
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